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Robust Distributed Decision-Making in Robot Swarms:
Exploiting a Third Truth State

Michael Crosscombe1, Jonathan Lawry1, Sabine Hauert1 and Martin Homer1

Abstract— In this paper, we investigate the best-of-n dis-
tributed decision problem in robot swarms. In this context,
we compare the weighted voter model [25] with a three-valued
model that incorporates an intermediate belief state meaning
either ‘uncertain’ or ‘indifferent’. We focus particularly on
the trade-off between speed of convergence to a shared belief,
and robustness to the presence of unreliable individuals in
the population. By means of both simulation and embodied
experiments in real robot swarms of 400 Kilobots, we show that
the three-valued model is much more robust than the weighted
voter model, but with decreased speed of convergence.

I. INTRODUCTION
Reaching an optimal shared decision by applying only

decentralised algorithms is a key aspect of many swarm
robotic applications. For example, the best-of-n problem [16]
requires a multi-agent swarm to select the best option from n
mutually exclusive alternatives, based only on localised feed-
back and learning. In fact, this generic problem underpins a
wide variety of distributed decision-making tasks (see [23]
for an overview). In this paper we investigate the best-of-n
problem in robot swarms, with an emphasis on fault tolerance
and robustness. In particular, we propose a simple local belief
updating rule which exploits a third intermediate truth state
between ‘true’ and ‘false’, and show that when employed in
swarm decision-making the result is system level behaviour
which is robust to the presence of faulty or malfunctioning
robots. Furthermore, through comparison with the weighted
voter model [25] we suggest that there is a clear trade-off
between speed of convergence and robustness.

In many applications it is important for robot swarms to
be robust to a variety of different types of noise as well
as hardware and software failure. In particular, the lack of
calibration and the use of low-cost hardware can sometimes
cause catastrophic failure [21]. In [27] five distinct ways are
identified in which a swarm can be robust, including being
tolerant to noise and uncertainties in the environment, or
because it has no common-mode point of failure. The notion
of robustness that concerns us here relates to “individual
robots who fail in such a way as to thwart the overall desired
swarm behaviour”. For the best-of-n problem, the desired
swarm behaviour is that of convergence to the best decision,
and we will investigate the effect of malfunctioning robots
with the potential to disrupt this desired behaviour by making
decisions on the basis of random beliefs.

One way of building fault tolerance into robot swarms is
to enable individual robots to detect faults in their neighbours
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so that they can compensate for them. This approach is
referred to as exogenous fault detection [15]. For exam-
ple, [4] propose an approach inspired by the synchronised
flashing behaviour of fireflies in which each robot flashes
by lighting up its on-board LEDs. Neighbouring robots then
flash in synchrony unless they are malfunctioning. The non-
periodic flashing of faulty individuals can then be detected
by other members of the swarm. However, in the following
we do not allow for exogenous fault detection and we
assume that individual robots have no way of distinguishing
between neighbours which are functioning correctly and
those which are malfunctioning. Instead, robustness to the
presence of faulty individuals should be inherent to the
distributed decision-making algorithm employed.

An outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Sec-
tion II we give an overview of the relevant existing literature
on decentralised decision-making in swarm robotics, and also
on the use of a third truth state in opinion dynamics. Then,
in Section III we introduce our proposed three-valued voter
model, and in Section IV we describe the robotic platform
on which we implement it. Sections V and VI present the
results of our investigation of both the three-valued and the
weighted voter model for the n = 2 case, in simulation
and experiments, respectively. Section VII then extends these
models to the n > 2 case and presents simulation results for
n = 3 and n = 5. Finally, in Section VIII we provide some
concluding remarks.

II. RELATED WORKS

The weighted voter model [25] has been proposed as an
extension of the classic voter model [6], [9], taking into
account agent motion as well as feedback on the value or
quality of the n different options. In this latter respect it
is partly inspired by social-insects searching for nest sites
e.g. honey bees and Temnothorax ants [2], [12]–[14], [22].
Network science methods are commonly applied to voter
models, to understand the coupling between the states of the
agents and the dynamics of the network which connects them
[3], [10]. In contrast, here the interaction network is relatively
straightforward, but we will explicitly include the effect of
the agents’ motion. The algorithm has strong convergence
properties as proven analytically by means of steady state
analysis [24]. It is assumed that agents continually choose
between the n alternatives based on their current beliefs,
receiving feedback on the quality of their choices. Agents
then signal their beliefs to their neighbours for a length of
time which is proportional to the feedback they received for
their latest choice. In order to update its beliefs an agent then



TABLE I
TRUTH TABLE FOR THE THREE-VALUED UPDATING OPERATOR.

signalling agent
updating

agent 1 1
2

0

1 1 1 1
2

1
2

1 1
2

0

0 1
2

0 0

randomly selects a signalling agent within its communication
range and simply adopts its beliefs.

Studies of decentralised decision-making applied to Kilo-
bot swarms include recent work in [26] investigating the
trade-off between speed of convergence and accuracy in
the context of the majority rule. The effect of spatiality on
the best-of-n decision problem is investigated in [18] with
experiments being conducted on a swarm of 150 Kilobots.
Other related work on robot swarms includes a honey bee
nest-site inspired decision model implemented on Jasmine
micro-robots [12]. An extensive overview of swarm decision-
making research can be found in [23]. Also, [19] presents
a general model of decentralised decision-making for the
best-of-n problem. Interestingly this also employs a third
truth state representing ‘uncommitted’. The updating model
proposed, however, is inherently probabilistic with probabil-
ities dependent on quality values. This is in contrast to our
approach in which updating is a purely logical operation (as
given in Table I). Another significant difference concerns the
case in which n > 2, for which according to [19] an agent
must be in one of n + 1 states; one for each option and an
overall uncommitted state. However, in our approach there
are 2n − 1 states which include the cases where the agent
rules out certain options but is uncertain about the remaining
ones.

In this paper we extend the weighted voter model to
incorporate a third truth state representing either ‘unknown’
or ‘borderline true-false’ (see [5] for a discussion of the
subtle difference between these two interpretations, which we
do not dwell on here as it does not impact the system-level
properties of interest). There have been a number of studies
of three-valued models in the opinion dynamics literature.
For example, [1] define the three truth states by applying a
partitioning threshold to an underlying real value. Updating
is pairwise between agents, and takes place incrementally
on the real values, except that the magnitude and sign of the
increments depends on the current truth states of the agents
involved. An alternative three-valued operator is proposed
in [17], and extended to incorporate feedback in [7]. It is
applied directly to truth states and assigns the third truth
state as a compromise between two opinions with strictly
opposing truth values. We will adapt this operator to form
the core of our proposed weighted model.

11

1

PA PB

Fig. 1. State transition diagram for the three-valued voter model, with states
S (signalling), U (updating), A and B (choose A and B respectively).

III. A THREE-VALUED VOTING MODEL

We now introduce a three-valued version of the weighted
voter model, based on the belief combination operator pro-
posed in [17] and [7]. Initially, we consider the n = 2
case of the best-of-n decision problem, and label the two
options A and B (we discuss the generalisation to n > 2 in
Section VII). Each agent is then in one of three possible
belief states, 0, 1

2 or 1, where 0 means “B is the best
option”, 1 means “A is the best option” and where 1

2 means
either “I have no preference between A and B” or “I am
uncertain whether A or B is the best option”. Based on
its current belief, an agent chooses between A and B as
follows. If in belief state 1 then the agent chooses A, or
if in belief state 0 it chooses B; if in belief state 1

2 it
chooses between A and B at random. Feedback is given in
the form of a positive integer; ρA for choosing A, and ρB for
choosing B. Agents then enter a signalling state during which
they broadcast their current belief to all other agents within
communication range, for a time directly proportional to the
value of their latest feedback. After signalling, an agent then
updates its belief by randomly selecting a signalling agent
within its radius of communication and applying the truth-
table shown in Table I. The updating agent’s new belief state
is thus a function both of its current belief and that of the
selected signalling agent. This is in contrast to the weighted
voter model in which an agent’s current belief does not
directly influence their updated belief. The broad intuition
underlying Table I is that a strong belief dominates except
where there is a direct conflict between beliefs, in which
case the intermediate (compromise) state of 1

2 is adopted.
For example, if the updating agent’s current belief state is 0
and the signalling agent’s belief state is 1, then the updating
agent will adopt the new belief of 1

2 .
Figure 1 shows a state transition diagram for the three-

valued model. In this simple model there are 4 states: S is
the signalling state in which agents broadcast their current
belief. The time that an agent spends in this state depends
directly on the feedback they received when they made their
latest choice; U is an updating state in which agents update
their beliefs by applying the operator in Table I; and A
and B are choice states corresponding to choosing A and
B respectively. Agents in state A receive the quality ρA
while those in state B receive ρB . Choices are made on
the basis of an agent’s belief immediately after updating
as described above. Furthermore, given the form of the



three-valued updating operator in Table I, this results in the
following probabilities for choosing A and B, denoted PA

and PB , based on the belief states of signalling agents within
communication range: Letting Σi denote the proportion of
other agents in an updating agent’s radius of communication
with belief state i for i = 0, 12 or 1, then the probabilities
that the agent will choose A or B after updating are given
by

PA =


Σ1 + Σ 1

2
+ 1

2Σ0 : current belief = 1,

Σ1 + 1
2Σ 1

2
: current belief = 1

2 ,
1
2Σ1 : current belief = 0,

PB =


1
2Σ0 : current belief = 1,

Σ0 + 1
2Σ 1

2
: current belief = 1

2 ,

Σ0 + Σ 1
2

+ 1
2Σ1 : current belief = 0.

Note that we have not included any exploration state. Instead
we focus only on the part of distributed decision-making in
which agents are mixing together, exchanging information,
and updating beliefs. In this abstraction we assume that
feedback is received immediately when a choice is made.
This simplification means that the consensus times are con-
siderably reduced, which enables us to run multiple versions
of both simulation and embodied experiments.

In Sections V and VI we will compare the three-valued
voting model with a variant of the weighted voting model
proposed in [25]. The latter has two belief states 0 and
1, meaning “B is the best option” and “A is the best
option” respectively. The state transition model has the same
structure as Figure 1, except that updating simply requires
an updating agent to adopt the signalling agent’s belief so
that PA = Σ1 and PB = Σ0.

IV. KILOBOT SWARMS

Here we use Kilobots as a robotic platform for studying
swarm decision-making. These are three-legged robots 33
mm in diameter and 34 mm tall, specifically designed to
interact in large collectives, or ‘swarms’ [20]. Each Kilobot
is an independent unit possessing, amongst other features,
two motors providing left/right turning and forward motion,
an RGB LED indicator for signalling to an observer (e.g. an
overhead camera) and an infrared transceiver (see Figure 2).
Kilobots have a communication range of approximately 10
cm, over which they can send and receive messages of
up to 9 bytes in length. However, the simulator allows for
communication radii exceeding this limit and we exploit this
feature to explore a range of communication radii r between
0 and 20 cm. Given that the number of Kilobots and the size
of the arena are fixed, r can serve as a proxy to allow us to
vary the density of Kilobots involved in the updating process.
We consider this effect in Section V (Figure 5). Alternatively,
by varying r we can also study directly the robustness of the
two algorithms to different constraints on communications
as might be relevant to different robotic platforms.

For both the simulation (Section V) and embodied exper-
iments (Section VI), a swarm of 400 Kilobots is deployed

Fig. 2. Left: A Kilobot robot with an LED light for signalling, an underside
IR transceiver for communication and side-mounted motors for movement.
Right: Arena used for experiments in which Kilobots interact while moving
amongst one another.

in a square 1.2m2 arena. Whilst in the signalling state S,
Kilobots move randomly1 by either turning left or right,
moving forward, or remaining stationary, i.e. at each time
one of these 4 options is chosen with equal probability. At
initialisation Kilobots are distributed randomly across the
arena but then, as a result of random motion, they may collide
and cluster together. Simulations are implemented according
to the state transition diagram shown in Figure 1.

As described in Section III, the experiments only model
the mixing and information sharing part of the decision pro-
cess, and the Kilobots do not visit specific physical locations
or take other actions on the basis of their current beliefs.
Instead, feedback is received immediately on the basis of
their latest choice. While this is clearly a simplification, we
believe that it still allows us to explore properties of the
decision-making algorithms thanks to the reduction in run-
time which allows us to repeat experiments multiple times.

V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

In this section we describe experiments in which the
Kilobots are simulated in a virtual environment and interact
at random, iteratively updating their beliefs using the rules
described in Section III, in order to form a consensus about
which is the best option, A or B. Here we assume that
option A is of higher quality than option B with respective
quality values ρA = 9 and ρB = 7. This is an opinion-
based approach with asymmetric qualities and symmetric
costs [23].

We employ a Kilobot simulation environment [11] which
captures many of the physical properties of a Kilobot swarm
including motion, collisions, and communication between
robots. The simulator also uses the same API2 as used on
the actual robots which makes it easier to transfer code from
simulations to the real world. We present results for both
the weighted voter model [25] and the three-valued model,
comparing their convergence to consensus (i.e. population-
wide convergence to a single option) for both different com-
munication radii, and also in the presence of malfunctioning
Kilobots. Results are averaged over 50 independent runs,

1Due to the use of uncalibrated Kilobots, movement speed varies across
the population.

2https://www.kilobotics.com/docs/index.html
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Fig. 3. Percentages of signalling and updating Kilobots for both the
weighted voter model and the three-valued model after 1000 iterations for
different communication radii r ∈ [0, 20].
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Fig. 4. Average belief states after 1000 iterations for different communi-
cation radii r ∈ [0, 20].

each of which terminate after 1000 iterations; we found this
to be a sufficient number of iterations for the system to
reliably reach a steady state in which a consensus is achieved.

Figure 3 shows the percentages of Kilobots in the sig-
nalling and updating states after 1000 iterations for a range
of communication radii, for both the weighted voter model
and the three-valued model. In this Figure, the lines labelled
A and B respectively refer to the percentage of Kilobots who
are currently in the signalling state having previously chosen
A or B prior to entering that state. For r ≥ 5 cm we see
that a clear majority have chosen A for both the weighted
voter and the three-valued models.

A more direct way of measuring convergence is to evaluate
the average belief state of the Kilobots. In a population of
k individuals we define the average belief state in a given
iteration as follows: Let Bi denote the belief state of agent
i for that iteration, then;

average belief state =
1

k

k∑
i=1

Bi

This corresponds to a weighted average of 0 and 1 in the
weighted voter model and of 0, 1

2 and 1 in the three-valued
model. For the weighted model there is a direct relationship
between the average belief state and the percentage of the
population choosing either A or B. This is because an agent
chooses A (B) if and only if their belief state is 1 (0). For
the three-valued model, however, the relationship between
these two measures is less direct since, while an agent will
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Fig. 5. Average number of messages received by each Kilobot per iteration
for different communication radii r ∈ [0, 20].
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Fig. 6. Average belief states against iterations for a communication radii
of 10 cm.

definitely choose A when in belief state 1, they may also
choose A (with probability 0.5) when in the intermediate
belief state 1

2 . Hence, on average we would expect the
percentage of agents choosing A to be proportional to the
number of agents in belief state 1 plus 50% of the number
in belief state 1

2 .
The average belief states are shown in Figure 4 where

for r ≥ 5 cm we can see that both models result in
almost all Kilobots adopting the belief state 1 after 1000
iterations. More precisely, for r = 10 cm the average belief
states for the weighted voter model and the three-valued
model after 1000 iterations are 1.00 and 0.99 respectively.
It is interesting to note that for the three-valued model the
intermediate truth state is also totally abandoned, suggesting
that there is convergence to total certainty that A is the
best option. The average number of messages per unit time
received by each Kilobot in the updating state as a function
of communication radius is shown in Figure 5. Notice that
for r = 5 cm Kilobots receive just under 2 messages per unit
time suggesting that both algorithms are robust to a relatively
low population density of Kilobots.

If we measure quality of convergence either by the per-
centage choosing A or by the average belief state, then
Figures 3 and 4 all suggest that convergence to A is slightly
better for the weighted voter model than for the three-valued
model, although the difference is very small for r ≥ 5 cm.
Furthermore, speed of convergence also appears to be faster
for the weighted voter model. For example, Figure 6 shows
the trajectory of average beliefs against iterations for both
models when the communication radius is 10 cm. In this
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Fig. 8. Average belief in the best site after 1000 iterations for malfunction
rates λ ∈ [0, 100] and a communication radius r = 10 cm.

case the weighted voter model converges after about 200
iterations, while the three-valued model needs around 600
iterations to converge.

We now use the simulation environment to investigate the
robustness of both models to the presence of malfunctioning
Kilobots amongst the population. We assume that a certain
percentage λ of the Kilobots malfunction by selecting their
beliefs at random as shown in the state transition diagram in
Figure 7. Here R refers to a state in which the Kilobot simply
selects its new belief state at random by picking uniformly
from {0, 1} in the case of the weighted voter model and
from {0, 12 , 1} for the three-valued model. Consequently,
for both models there is then a probability of 0.5 that
they will choose either A or B and receive the associated
feedback value. As for functioning Kilobots, malfunctioning
Kilobots then enter the signalling state and remain there for
time ρA or ρB depending on their latest option. We have
adopted this particular model of malfunction as one which
is likely to disrupt convergence to the desired belief state, by
broadcasting randomized belief states to functioning Kilobots
when the latter are updating their beliefs.

Figure 8 shows the average belief states after 1000 iter-
ations for the weighted voter and the three-valued model
respectively, with different percentages of malfunctioning
agents (i.e. λ ∈ [0, 100]) for a communication radius of
10 cm. Here the belief states are averaged across function-
ing Kilobots only3, as the population will never appear to
fully converge while the randomly-signalling, malfunctioning
agents are included. From these Figures it is apparent that the

3Except for the case where λ = 100%, in which results are averaged
across all Kilobots due to the lack of any functioning Kilobots present in
the population.
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Fig. 9. Percentage of Kilobots signalling for A and B against iterations.
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Fig. 10. Percentages of Kilobots signalling for A and B against iterations
and with λ = 10%.

three-valued model is more fault tolerant than the weighted
voter model in that it achieves average belief state values
closer to 1 for each of the values of λ. For example, given a
communication radius of 10 cm and assuming that 10% of
the population is malfunctioning, then the three-valued model
converges to an average belief state of 0.99 in the highest-
value option while the weighted voter model converges to
an average belief state of 0.87. Indeed, even if 50% of the
population is malfunctioning then the three-valued model
still converges to an average belief of 0.83 while the average
belief of the weighted voter model drops to 0.67.

VI. KILOBOT SWARM EXPERIMENTS

We now describe a series of experiments conducted on ac-
tual swarms of 400 Kilobots which follow the same template
as the simulation studies in Section 4. Figure 2 shows the
1.2m2 arena used. Note that it has a smooth and reflective
surface so as to allow good communication between Kilobots
and to enable motion. During the experiments each Kilobot
in the signalling state displays a coloured light using its LED
to indicate its most recent choice; blue for A and red for B.
A video was made of every experiment and analysed using
standard image processing algorithms (OpenCV) to identify
the different coloured lights and to determine a time series
of the proportion of robots favouring options A and B. Each
experiment was run independently 10 times with mean and
percentiles (10% and 90%) then being determined. These are
shown in Figures 9 and 10 with error bars indicating the 10th

and 90th percentiles.
An overhead controller (OHC) was used to upload pro-

grams and initialisation instructions to each Kilobot. This
resulted in non-uniform starting times across the population,
leading to high variance in the results for the first 60
iterations. Although unsynchronised, each Kilobot updates
approximately once every 1

4 second, and hence we take
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Fig. 11. Average belief in the best site after 1000 iterations for n = 3,
malfunction rates λ ∈ [0, 100] and a communication radius r = 10 cm.

this time period as corresponding to an iteration so that an
experiment conducted over 1000 iterations lasts just over 4
minutes.

Figure 9a shows the percentage of Kilobots signalling A
or B as a function of time for the weighted voter model.
In this case we can see that the swarm converges on option
A after approximately 240 iterations. In contrast, the three-
valued model only fully converges to A after 800 iterations
as can be seen in Figure 9b. Hence, as is consistent with
the simulation studies we see that the weighted voter model
significantly outperforms the three-valued model in terms
of speed of convergence. However, after 1000 iterations the
level of convergence is the same for both models.

We also conducted experiments to test how fault-tolerant
the two models were to the presence of malfunctioning
Kilobots in the population. Here we introduced faulty Kilo-
bots which malfunctioned according to the state transition
diagram in Figure 7 and which made up λ = 10% of the
population. As in the simulation experiments, the Kilobots
signalling for each option are recorded as a percentage
of the functioning individuals only. Figure 10a shows the
percentage of functioning signalling Kilobots which have
chosen A and B, as a function of time, for the weighted
voter model. After 1000 iterations we see that 86.5% of
the functioning Kilobots have chosen A. In contrast, Fig-
ure 10b shows that the three-valued model still maintains
almost total convergence to A, notwithstanding the 10% of
Kilobots that are malfunctioning, with 99.7% of functioning
Kilobots choosing A after 1000 iterations. On the other hand,
Figure 10a shows that the weighted voter model achieves
steady-state after about 120 iterations, while from Figure 10b
we can see that the three-valued model requires around 700
iterations to achieve steady-state. Hence, as is consistent with
the simulation experiments in Section 4, these results suggest
that while the weighted voter model converges more quickly
than the three-valued model, the latter is more fault tolerant
than the former.

VII. BEST-OF-n PROBLEM FOR n > 2

Much of the existing literature on the best-of-n problem
for swarms concerns the n = 2 case, and so far we have
dealt exclusively with this case. However, while we can
directly extend the weighted voter model to the n > 2
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Fig. 12. Average belief in the best site after 1000 iterations for n = 5,
malfunction rates λ ∈ [0, 100] and a communication radius r = 10 cm.

case, it is less immediately clear how best to extend the
three-valued model. One natural approach is to define belief
states as n-dimensional vectors in {0, 12 , 1}

n, so that, for
example, the belief state < 0, 12 ,

1
2 , 0, . . . , 0 > is interpreted

as meaning that options 2 and 3 are believed to be better
than all the other options, but that there is no preference
between them. The updating operator in Table I could then
be applied independently to each dimension of the relevant
belief states. For example, updating < 0, 12 ,

1
2 , 0, . . . , 0 >

given the signalled state < 1
2 ,

1
2 , 0, . . . , 0 > results in the

updating agent adopting the new state < 0, 12 , 0, . . . , 0 >.
However, the latter is a belief state in which, although the
agent has ruled out all except the second option, they still
remain uncertain that this is the best option. In effect they are
not taking account of the fact that in the best-of-n problem
the n options are assumed to be exhaustive. Our approach is
then to incorporate a form of normalisation into the model,
so that, for example, < 0, 12 , 0, . . . , 0 > is normalised to
< 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 >.

Using this approach we now present preliminary results for
the n = 3 and n = 5 cases using the simulation environment.
For n = 3 we assumed that the options were A, B and C
with quality values ρA = 11, ρB = 8, ρC = 5 and for
n = 5 the options were A, B, C, D and E with quality
values ρA = 25, ρB = 20, ρC = 15, ρD = 10 and ρE = 5.
Figures 11 and 12 show the average belief values for both
algorithms plotted against the percentage of malfunctioning
Kilobots λ ∈ [0, 100]. Overall, in both cases the three-valued
model is more robust to malfunction than the weighted voter
model. Although, as can be seen in Figure 12 the three-
valued model performs worse for lower malfunction rates
where λ ≤ 15%. This may be a result of reduced overall
convergence of the three-valued model as the number of
options, n, increases. Further research is required in order
to explore this effect more fully and, in general, to provide
a more extensive analysis of the n > 2 case.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proposed a three-valued model for
belief updating in the best-of-n problem, and compared it to
the weighted voter model. We have focussed on robustness
to individual malfunction or error, and also on speed of
convergence. Experiments were conducted using a realistic



simulation environment, as well as on actual Kilobot swarms
of 400 robots. The results from both sets of experiments
agree that the three-valued model is more robust to the pres-
ence of malfunctioning or noisy individuals in the population
than the weighted voter model, but that the weighted voter
model has the advantage of converging more quickly to the
best option.

We note that in both models, belief updating is based on
the belief state of only one signalling agent. This property
may be advantageous in scenarios where there is either very
limited communications or low swarm density. Nonethe-
less, future work on robustness should consider decision
algorithms which take account of larger samples of belief
states drawn from the signalling agents within an individual’s
radius of communication. This could include majority rule
models as studied in [26] as well as probabilistic pooling
operators of the kind reviewed in [8]. One might hypothesise
that by taking account of a larger sample of signalling
agents, models would tend to be more robust to noise, error
and malfunction. However, this robustness still needs to be
considered in a broader context which also takes account of
speed and overall level of convergence.

In our experiments we have investigated robustness to the
presence of a particular type of malfunctioning agent, in
which error results from a proportion of the population con-
tinually selecting their beliefs at random rather than as part of
the belief updating process. Clearly there are other models of
error which should also be studied. For example, we might
consider the errors resulting when some agents constantly
broadcast the same fixed beliefs or when agents maliciously
broadcast the ‘wrong’ belief. Furthermore, while we have
focussed on the case where there is a fixed proportion of
malfunctioning or erroneous agents, and all other agents are
error-free, it is also important to consider noise resulting
from generic errors or sensing and processing limitations to
which all agents are equally susceptible.
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